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BEST ARTICLE OF WEEK

What is Thai Food?

Thai dishes are famous worldwide, but you may be unsure where to start if you’ve never tried this type of food. Many unique ingredients and flavor combinations make Thai food special, so we’ve put together…


Read More
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Gourmet Paradise: Uncovering the Best West Vancouver Restaurants
by Janice Prentiss – 0 comments
Welcome to West Vancouver, Canada — a city where people and nature live harmoniously. Nestled between the mountains and the sea, West Vancouver is not only a paradise for outdoor enthusiasts but also for true foodies. A guide to the best restaurants in West Vancouver will take you on an unforgettable culinary journey. Rest assured,… Rea…
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Taste the Town: Exploring Every Restaurant in East Lansing, MI
by Janice Prentiss – 0 comments
Want to grab a quick coffee? Planning to spend the evening with friends at a downtown bar? Craving dinner at a fancy restaurant? The options are endless. Embark on a culinary journey through the bustling city of East Lansing. Exciting gastronomic experiences await you at every corner. This guide will lead you on a culinary… Read More &r…
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Best 5 Importers of French Wines in the U.S.
by Janice Prentiss – 0 comments
French wines are known for being elegant, diverse, and of fantastic quality. That’s why they’re popular worldwide, especially in the US, where wine is becoming more famous. But importing the good stuff isn’t easy, even for professionals. This guide presents you with the top 5 US French wine importers to simplify it. These folks are&hell…
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Where to Eat: Top 10 Lorne Restaurants You Should Visit
by Janice Prentiss – 3 comments
Lorne is a gorgeous town along Victoria’s pretty coastline. Whether you are a lover of gourmet pizzas or just love to explore other local treats, the Lorne restaurants will surely not disappoint you. Let’s look at the 10 best Lorne restaurants for each taste. Table of Content Pizza Pizza: A Slice of Heaven in Lorne… Read Mor…
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Top 10 Best Restaurants in Newburyport
by Janice Prentiss – 3 comments
Set by the scenic Merrimack River, Newburyport in Massachusetts is a quaint seaside town. It’s known for its historical appeal and wide variety of food choices. In this article, we’re going on a food tour in Newburyport. We’ll discover the top 10 favorite dining spots locals and tourists adore. We’ve got creative farm-…
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TOP 10 Coffee Shops in San Francisco
by Janice Prentiss – 3 comments
The coffee culture in San Francisco mirrors the city itself. Diverse, dynamic, and inclusive. Each coffee house brings its own flavor to the bustling city life. I've visited the most popular ones to find the best coffee shops in San Francisco.
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How to Have Dinner and Have a Great Time: Top-5 Restaurants in Charleston, WV
by Janice Prentiss – 3 comments
Restaurants have been part of our lives for a long time. Sometimes, we see them as a way to eat without making any effort. Sometimes, we make an event out of going to a restaurant to relax, switch gears, and get positive emotions. There are tons of restaurants in South Charleston, WV. Each one is… Read More »Home
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Are You Hungry? Top 5 Family-Friendly Dora Restaurants, Alabama
by Janice Prentiss – 3 comments
When the hunger pangs strike, you’re in for a treat! Dora is home to an array of restaurants that satisfy your taste buds and provide a cozy atmosphere for a delightful family dining experience. We’ve compiled a list of the five best family-friendly restaurants in Dora based on our personal experiences and those of locals.… Read M…
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Restaurant Merch as the Way to Support Local Business
by Janice Prentiss – 3 comments
In recent years, many industries faced challenges due to COVID-19. The pandemic has proved particularly devastating for the restaurant, hotel, culture, and sports industries. Customer support became especially crucial for these businesses during COVID, and they started implementing various ideas to survive during these difficult times. Restaurant m…





 








Welcome to my food blog named “Kitchen – Sweet, Kitchen”

Hi! I am Janice Prentiss, author of this fresh blog. Before I wrote here, I was a greedy and curious child out of the way, a young woman passionate about cooking, a wife and a mother eager to pamper her family, a convinced guzzler and… traveler. That is why I decided to begin this blog and write all about food, gastronomic experiences, and feelings about cooking my favorite dishes.


About Me
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